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*1996
Lives, works and studies in Basel
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Nationalities: AUS, CH 

+41 78 727 66 01
info@jenniferscherler.com
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Einblick/Ausblick: memeclass worldwide: put on your tinfoil hat, group 
poster exhibition, Kunsthalle zu Kiel, Germany
Einblick/Ausblick Radio, free reading, Muthesius Kunsthochschule, Kiel, 
Germany
ACT Online-Performance Festival, sound for performance with Milena 
Mihajlovic
Fresh From Zurich, performance with Jasper Simeon Mehler and Hannah 
Mae Mehler, Kulturhaus Helferei, Zurich
artist feature in Else Magazine, online publication, Australia

Untitled (Dawn), performance with Jasper Simeon Mehler and Hannah 
Mae Mehler, Raum A-1.01, HGK, Basel
Cantonale, La Nef, Le Noirmont
Regionale, curated by Michael Babics, Kunsthalle Palazzo, Liestal
Control Twenty One, video screening at magazine launch, with Bernhard 
Garnicnig, Jamie Allen, Lucie Kolb and Sonia Malpeso, curated by Ste-
phen Willats, Chalton Gallery, London, England
Sommerprogramm 2x2, performance, curated by Nina Selina Liechti and 
Anouk Wüthrich, Reflector Gallery, Berne
Basis 2019, group exhibition, Institut Kunst, HGK FHNW Basel
La Polimage, performance, Humbug, Basel
Faltegi Händ, Aber E Glatte Charakter, performance and book launch, 
MATERIAL, Zurich

281218, group exhibition, Studio Rotlicht, Basel
Faltegi Händ, Aber E Glatte Charakter, book, self publication
Der Maienladen, vegan artist pop up, co-founder/curator, Biel 

25 Jahre Frauenraum - Die Ausstellung, Frauenraum, Reitschule, Berne
Foundation Year Exhibition, Schule für Gestaltung, Biel

Prisoner Of Words (Unsaid), Winner in Category B, 
Schweizer Jugendfilmtage/Swiss Youth Film Days, Zurich    
  

Bachelor, Fine Arts, FHNW HGK, Basel
Bachelor, Photography, ÉCAL, Lausanne
Foundation Year in Art and Design, 
Schule für Gestaltung Biel
Internship at Parasol Films, Berne

Gymnasium Thun Seefeld, bilingual diploma English/German,
major in art, minor in philosophy

research assistant at the Institute of Experimental Design and 
Media Cultures, FHNW HGK, Basel
assisting Prof. Dr. Claudia Mareis and working on the 
„Institutions As A Way Of Life“ project with Jamie Allen,
 Dr. Lucie Kolb and Bernhard Garnicnig
self-employed commission photography and video work
guest teacher at Foundation Year, Schule für Gestaltung Biel
photo assistant for Flavio Leone, Blue Balls Festival, Lucerne
photo assistant for Lucia Hunziker, Murg
cinema REX, Thun
film assistant for Jeshua Dreyfus, Berne
runner for Yasmin Yörg, ZHdK, Zurich

EXHIBITIONS AND PUBLICATIONS



BabyBoomSuperLand - You took our world and still we don‘t want to let you die.
C-print on Semigloss Epson paper, pebbles, plaster, 
inkjet-print on regular paper, laquer
4 pieces à 62 x 82.5 cm
2020

The Swiss suburbian utopia is shaped by the dreams of the baby boomer generation. 
The Swiss band Jeans For Jesus sings in their 2020 released song „Babyboomsuper-
star“:

„Loufsch über Chiswäg
Mit rotem Basecap
Nöibou mit Spiuplätz
Hei merci für ds
Superstar gib chli Wäut zrügg
Nimm dini Schuude mit Boy“

This excerpt, which might be translated to the version on the right, speaks for a gene-
ration that was robbed of their own future by their parents well-being.

„Walking on gravel paths
Wearing a red basecap
New family houses with playgrounds
Hey thanks for that
Superstar give a piece of earth back
And take your debt with you“



Nomads In Remembering
Video with sound, English voice over
4K projection in a dark room, 8‘29“
2020
https://youtu.be/L6I_iQnDTew



Nomads In Remembering
Video with sound, English voice over
4K projection in a dark room, 8‘29“
2020
https://youtu.be/L6I_iQnDTew

„Nomads In Remembering“ is an exploration of the 
ways the autobiographical memory fills the gaps with 
other narratives where things are unknown. Based on 
the story of my grandmother‘s flight during world war 
II the question arises whether remaining images of the 
horrid stem from intergenerational trauma, from films and 
books or from vivid fantasy.

Depending on where the video work is shown subtitles in 
an accoding translation will be added.



At What Cost
C-Print on Archival Matte Paper, 
Plaster, MDF, Epoxy coating
2017-2020



At What Cost
C-Print on Archival Matte Paper, 
Plaster, MDF, Epoxy coating
2017-2020

The photographs explore the plastic and sculptural ex-
perience of (sexual) human bodies. While also and mainly 
focusing on the commercialisation of mostly (cis) female 
bodies, the availability to the heterosexual male gaze. It 
reflects on the different values that are assigned to diffe-
rent bodies while also thought for onesided lust.



baby, internet love: me, realizing this lockdown held me back for once from 
falling in love with another fuckboi or straight girl
digital collage, display in variable ways (screen or print)
2020

photo: M
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My Shiny World
ongoing project, excerpt of the archive: digital collage
various display variations: screen or print, singular or in groups
2017-now



My Shiny World
ongoing project, excerpt of the archive: digital collage
various display variations: screen or print, singular or in groups
2017-now

Selfies (often with a visible phone) are combined with 
found digital footage to create atmospheric worlds and 
personas. 
- A way to playfully question and explore the myths that 
are (un-)consciously created through social media usage.



Farewell
Sound for online performance with Milena Mihajlovic
7‘26“, 2020
https://youtu.be/co3CIRG2ru8



Untitled (Dawn)
performance with Jasper Simeon Mehler 
and Hannah Mae Mehler
~20‘, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYss_gAMY58



Untitled (Dawn)
performance with Jasper Simeon Mehler 
and Hannah Mae Mehler
~20‘, 2019, video stills on the left
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYss_gAMY58

„Untitled (Dawn)“ is a multidisciplinary performance 
including the singing of Hannah Mae Mehler, the sound-
scapes of Jasper Simeon Mehler and the video projec-
tions of Jennifer Merlyn Scherler.

Diving into the constant change of emotion and atmo-
sphere, we first experience the hopeful, spring-like 
blossoming in a warm, welcoming home surrounded by 
blooming nature. To shift into the powerful whirlwinds of 
the ocean, the torn-apart, the collision, the rhythmicality 
of natural forces. To find stiller waters, and the eventual 
die-down of the trees. To experience the mourning and 
loss which transforms into an upbeat energy, and the 
struggle to move on. Just to end abruptly.



where my dad would be well
analogue photography, C-Print on polyester, plastic chemistry utensils, tears, 
PLA 3D prints based on iPhone scans, steel, glass, hemp cord
dimensions: prints 113 x 84 cm, steel boxes 37 x 50 cm
2019



where my dad would be well
analogue photography, C-Print on polyester, plastic chemistry utensils, tears, 
PLA 3D prints based on iPhone scans, steel, glass, hemp cord
dimensions: prints 113 x 84 cm, steel boxes 37 x 50 cm
2019

Following an autobiographical route tracing places to 
which glorified memories are connected. Exploring the 
futile desire to try to archive and preserve the memo-
ries that are dearest to us through different media, e.g. 
through collecting tears, as was done in many stages of 
human history, through translucid photo prints that keep 
moving with every gust of wind or through iPhone 3D 
scans that are inevitably incorrect. Memories will ever-
more elude our grasp – the closer we look at them and 
the more interpretative layers sweep over them through 
association and expectant desires.



Refar
C-Print on Matte Paper, custom framed
75 x 100cm, 75 x 56.25cm
2018-2019



Refar
C-Print on Matte Paper, custom framed
75 x 100cm, 75 x 56.25cm
2018-2019

The project reflects on traces digital youth culture leaves 
on our adolescent bodies and minds.
Words and shapes carved in flesh are photographed and 
then cut out again out of prints, which are then photogra-
phed with backlight to create the image of light breaking 
through skin. 
„Refar“ is an old English word for „doing again“, „to re-
peat“. It is also a word play of „refined scars“.



where my dad would be alright
artist book
A5
2019 - now



Les Enfants
analogue photography
C-Print on Glossy paper, size variable
2019



Your Mother Whispers, Silently Weeping
sound performance with video screening, digital video and animation, 
projected on 2-4 wall sized screens, 2018-2019, ~45‘
https://youtu.be/LWs4aqY2Ko4

Moving black and white images of the Bernese Alps 
are embraced by video as well as voice - recorded and 
sung live. The horizontal spaciousness of the alpine 
world is intensified by the experimental chanting sounds 
- characterized by the melancholia that freedom brings 
with itself.

The atmospheric work invites to dive into, to forget and 
to experience. To wistfully be and wake up thereafter.



Your Mother Whispers, Silently Weeping
sound performance with video screening, digital video and animation, 
projected on 2-4 wall sized screens, 2018-2019, ~45‘
https://youtu.be/LWs4aqY2Ko4



I Can‘t Get No Satisfaction
digital photography
pigment print on Hahnemühle Matte Fibre, mounted on photo cardboard, 
each print 75 x 50 cm, 2017

What kind of intimacy is possible in relationships people 
with societal non-conforming sexuality have to perform 
in order to stay safe? How much of their desire for 
connection might still be fulfilled and what distance will 
remain inevitably?


